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Trying to Thread the Needle:
The Eﬀects of Redistricting in a
Georgia Congressional District
M. V. Hood III, University of Georgia
Seth C. McKee, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg

In 2005 the Republican-controlled General Assembly redrew Georgia’s congressional districts in order to gain additional seats in the 2006 midterm election. In this article
we present a case study of the eﬀects of redistricting on turnout and vote choice in Georgia’s
District 8 in the 2006 U.S. House election. It is apparent both from our ﬁndings and an
elite interview, that unlike the more aggressive strategy employed by Texas Republicans in
2003, Georgia Republicans tried to thread the needle in their goal of winning District 8.
Conventional wisdom suggests that if a political party controls redistricting it will maximize its electoral opportunities. But this was not the case in Georgia.
ABSTRACT

N

ot long after the 2006 midterm elections, the eminent congressional scholar Gary C. Jacobson
noted their historical signiﬁcance: “Democrats lost
not a single seat in either body, the ﬁrst election
in U.S. history in which a party retained all of its
congressional seats” (Jacobson 2007, 1). Indeed, virtually every
Democrat serving in the House of Representatives breezed to victory thanks to a stiﬀ partisan wind at their backs. There were
however, two Georgia Democrats, Jim Marshall (District 8) and
John Barrow (District 12) who won reelection by the slimmest of
margins. These congressmen, representing neighboring districts,
barely survived another term in 2006 because of a redistricting
that made their seats more competitive.
In 2005 the Republican-controlled General Assembly redrew
Georgia’s congressional districts in order to gain additional seats
in the 2006 midterm election. In this article we present a case
study of the eﬀects of redistricting on turnout and vote choice in
Georgia District 8 in the 2006 U.S. House election. It is apparent
both from our ﬁndings and an elite interview that unlike the more
aggressive strategy employed by Texas Republicans in 2003, Georgia Republicans tried to thread the needle in their goal of winning
District 8. Conventional wisdom suggests that if a political party
controls redistricting it will maximize its electoral opportunities.
But this was not the case in Georgia. Ever since passage of the
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Democratic-drawn congressional map enacted for the 2002 elections, Republicans campaigned in favor of new, less convoluted
boundaries. Ironically, by honoring their commitment to implement a map with smoother district lines that retained representatives’ core voter populations, Georgia Republicans fell short in
their attempt to defeat Democratic incumbent Jim Marshall.
First, we turn to a brief overview of the contemporary history
of redistricting in Georgia from 1992 to 2002. We then present an
account of the 2005 Georgia redistricting, relying on an interview
with the designer of the Republican map. It is evident from this
interview that Georgia Republicans adopted a strategy that
embraced a priority that served to undermine their desire of defeating Jim Marshall and John Barrow. Finally, we present an empirical analysis of the eﬀects of redistricting in Georgia District 8 to
demonstrate just how it aﬀected voter turnout and vote choice.
The empirical ﬁndings illustrate that redistricting had the intended
eﬀect of reducing political support for Jim Marshall, but it was
not quite enough to deny him another term.
REDISTRICTING IN GEORGIA, 1992–2002

In the 1990s, increasing mass partisanship translated into more
partisan congressional voting, and thus a reduction in ticket splitting (Bartels 2000; Jacobson 2004). This was especially true for
southern whites (Bullock, Hoﬀman, and Gaddie 2005). Within
the South, Georgia is notable for historically having been one of
the most Democratic of the Democratic “Solid South” states (Bass
and De Vries 1976; Clark 1997; Key 1996).1 But since the 1990s, the
growth of Republicanism in Georgia has been robust, particularly
in U.S. House elections.
Heading into the 1992 House elections, Newt Gingrich was
the only Republican in Georgia’s 10-member delegation. Through
reapportionment Georgia gained one seat. The Department of
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Justice, under its enforcement
Figure 1
of redistricting preclearance
Comparing the Old and New Congressional Boundaries for Georgia
(Section 5 of the Voting Rights
U.S. House Elections
Act), pressured the Democraticcontrolled legislature to draw
two new majority-black districts
in addition to the existing
majority-black District 5 (Bullock 1998). The concentration of
African Americans in three of
Georgia’s 11 districts made surrounding districts whiter and
thus more favorable to Republican candidates (Hill 1995). After
the 1994 elections, Republicans
represented seven House districts and Democrats four, but
with representative Nathan
Deal’s switch to the Republican
Party in 1995, the Georgia House
delegation then consisted of
Note: Figure created by the authors with maps from the U.S. Census Bureau.
eight Republicans and three
Democrats—all African Americans representing the state’s
boundaries. As was the case in Texas in 2002, Georgia Repubmajority-black districts.2
Based on the evidence presented by Grofman and Brunell (2005;
licans were able to win majority control of the state house in
also see Hill 1995), Georgia’s Democratic-controlled legislature
2004, which gave the Republicans uniﬁed control of the legisinstituted the quintessential “dummymander” for the 1992 House
lature and governorship for the ﬁrst time since Reconstrucelections: “A dummymander is a gerrymander by one party that,
tion. With surprisingly little resistance (especially compared
over the course of the decade, beneﬁts the other party, and actuto the spirited ﬁght waged by Texas Democrats), Georgia Repubally looks as if it was designed by that party rather than the party
licans enacted a new congressional map in 2005. What follows
in power” (Grofman and Brunell 2005, 184). Commenting on
are the details of what Georgia Republicans expected to accomGeorgia’s dummymander, Hill (1995, 392) writes, “if Georgia drew
plish by implementing a new map for the 2006 U.S. House
those districts irregularly to elect not only two new African Amerelections.
icans but also to protect Democratic incumbents, they failed misBryan Tyson, a legislative assistant to Republican congresserably in their latter attempt!”
man Lynn Westmoreland (District 3), designed the map enacted
In the next round of redistricting in 2001, Georgia Democrats
for the 2006 midterm and he agreed to a telephone interview on
still controlled the legislature and the governorship and this time
March 20, 2008, to discuss intentions for the new plan.3 We asked
Tyson if he could rank the objectives for the redistricting plan.
the party did somewhat better in redrawing the congressional
Tyson indicated ﬁrst and foremost, in holding true to the GOP’s
map. Georgia gained two seats through reapportionment and after
sales pitch with Georgia voters, they would “eliminate the county
the 2002 House elections, the Georgia delegation consisted of eight
splits and make the map make sense again.” The erstwhile DemRepublicans and ﬁve Democrats. The newly drawn District 12 was
ocratic map required a high-powered microscope to divine several
conﬁgured to elect an African American Democrat, but due to a
of the district boundaries in the greater Atlanta metropolitan area.
scandal-plagued Democratic nominee, Republican Max Burns was
By contrast, the Republican map’s dividing lines are visible to the
the upset winner in 2002 (Barone, Cohen, and Ujifusa 2003). In
naked eye—with 34 county splits out of a total of 159 counties
2004, Max Burns lost to white Democrat John Barrow, making
reduced to 19. Figure 1 provides a visual comparison of the
the delegation seven Republicans and six Democrats after the 2004
Democratic-drawn boundaries valid for the 2002 and 2004 elecelections.
tions on the left, and the most recent Republican-drawn plan on
REPUBLICAN INTENTIONS IN 2005:
the right, valid for the 2006 contests (see also Barone, Cohen, and
AN ARTFUL GERRYMANDER
Ujifusa 2005, 469–71).
Although the 2005 Georgia redistricting did not garner the notoAs is generally the case throughout the South, for Georgia Demriety associated with Texas’s 2003 “re-redistricting,” Georgia
ocrats to maximize their political opportunities and comply with
Republicans pursued a partisan gerrymander. But it was done
the VRA, they had to draw an “ugly” map with numerous tentawith a peculiar self-imposed constraint. Unlike the Texas GOP,
cles that capture pockets of black voters and liberal-to-moderate
whose number-one objective was to steer clear of violating the
whites. Thus, by smoothing out district boundaries while mainVoting Rights Act (VRA) in its pursuit of sending several Anglo
taining their core populations, the Republican map would natuDemocratic incumbents into involuntary retirement (McKee and
rally improve Republican chances. According to Tyson, “the 2001
Shaw 2005), the selling point for the Georgia re-map was to restore
plan was basically a ‘max Democratic plan,’ so any change to it
some geographic sanity to the Democratic-drawn congressional
was going to help Republicans.”
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Second, the primary beneﬁciary of a more aesthetically appealing map was Republican Phil Gingrey (District 11), the most electorally vulnerable member of the Georgia delegation. In 2004,
under the Democratic-drawn map, Gingrey won his initial reelection with 57% of the vote and in 2006, under the Republican plan
he took 71% (Barone, Cohen, and Ujifusa 2005, 2007). Following
an overhaul of Gingrey’s district the redrawn voting-age population stood at 55.3%.4 But more importantly, the 2004 presidential
vote for George W. Bush in the district went from 55% to 71%
(Barone, Cohen, and Ujifusa 2005, 2007).
Third, even with their emphasis on giving the Democraticdrawn plan a facelift, Georgia Republicans expected to net one or
two districts: District 8 and District 12. In the case of District 12,
which neighbors District 8 to the east, the Democratic incumbent
John Barrow lost his liberal stronghold of Athens-Clarke County—
home to the University of Georgia. Although the overall African
American population slightly increased, this was oﬀset by removing moderate-to-liberal metropolitan whites and replacing them
with many more conservative rural whites (for details see Hood
and McKee 2008). Barrow ended up having a rematch with Republican Max Burns, the unlikely former incumbent whom Barrow
defeated in the previous election under the old district lines. This
was in fact the closest contest in the nation for an incumbent
Democrat in 2006; however, because both candidates represented
the same voters in the old portion of the district, an analysis of
the eﬀects of redistricting is greatly complicated.
District 8, on the other hand, speaks to our characterization
that the GOP tried to thread the needle in its intention to defeat
congressman Jim Marshall. Unlike District 12, where a major constraint on its reconﬁguration was to avoid committing retrogression by reducing the minority population because it was considered
a “minority inﬂuence” district (at over 40% black), there seemed
to be no hard limit for substantially reducing the African American population in District 8. And to some extent the new district
did have its black population reduced, going from 39.8% to 32.4%
(Barone, Cohen, and Ujifusa 2005, 2007). The 2004 Republican
presidential vote in the district went from 55% to 61% (Barone,
Cohen, and Ujifusa 2005, 2007). Transforming a horizontally
shaped district (District 3 in 2002–2004) into a vertically shaped
district (District 8 in 2006) substantially increased the percentage
of voters new to Marshall. Figure 2 displays a map of District 8,
indicating the redrawn sections (and their previous district numbers) and the same portion of the district represented by Marshall (District 3) before redistricting. Finally, as Tyson conﬁrmed,
by adding his home county (Butts County) to District 8, it was
expected that former congressman Mac Collins might emerge to
challenge Marshall, and he did.5
Despite all this empirical evidence that Marshall’s congressional tenure was threatened by redistricting, it could have been
worse and Tyson explained why. An earlier version of the plan
was more aggressive in weakening Marshall’s reelection bid.
The initial incarnation of District 8 was slightly more Republican according to previous vote returns (i.e., the district percentage of the Republican presidential vote). Second, the original
reconﬁguration of the district removed Laurens County, where
Marshall had a district oﬃce. According to Tyson, the ﬁnal
version of the district put Laurens County back because Georgia
Republicans did not want to appear too blatant in their desire
to unseat Marshall. Marshall carried Laurens County with
52% of the vote—not much, but certainly a welcome county

Figure 2

Georgia’s 8th Congressional District in the
2006 Midterm Election

since he won reelection with 50.5% (Barone, Cohen, and Ujifusa
2007).
Like their fellow partisans in the Lone Star State, Georgia
Republicans substantially altered the constituency in District 8
with the expectation that redrawn residents would provide the
necessary votes to elect a Republican. Speciﬁcally, the GOP strategy of reducing black residents and increasing white residents
was supposed to result in enough Republican votes to oust Democratic representative Marshall. But in one very important respect
the Georgia case is very diﬀerent from Texas. As Tyson made clear,
the number-one priority was to draw a more geographically palatable map, a constraint that impinged on the competing goal of
defeating two Democratic incumbents. Indeed, it is apparent from
our interview with Tyson that there was a degree of ambivalence
in the Republican goal of defeating Marshall. To be sure, they
wanted to win District 8, but they chose to reconﬁgure the district
so that Marshall had a ﬁghting chance. In short, the Georgia GOP
attempted to thread the needle.
DATA AND METHODS

This section discusses in detail the models we constructed to assess
the eﬀects of redistricting on political participation and voter
preferences in District 8. We start with the turnout model and
then present analyses of congressional vote choice. The empirical
evidence shows that redistricting served to reduce Representative
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Marshall’s electoral support, but it also indicates that Georgia
Republicans did not go far enough to be successful in their eﬀort
to remove this endangered Democrat.
Voter-Turnout Model
The data for this part of the analysis came from the voterregistration and history databases maintained by the Georgia secretary of state. The state-registration and history databases gave
us some degree of leverage for studying the eﬀects of redistricting
on voter turnout. First, these data sources provided information
on the population of registrants and voters in District 8. Second,
we did not have to worry about questions relating to the inﬂation
of self-reported voting since turnout was validated at the polls
when a registrant cast a ballot.
From these two primary data sources we estimated an
individual-level voter-turnout model for Georgia’s Eighth Congressional District in the 2006 general election. Our dependent
variable, turnout, is a binary measure with a value of 1 indicating
that a registrant cast a ballot in the 2006 general election.6 Given
the nature of the dependent variable, we used logistic regression
to evaluate turnout.
From the voter-registration database we included several independent variables expected to inﬂuence the likelihood of voting.
Using white registrants as the comparison category, we included
a series of dummy variables to denote black, Hispanic, Asian, and
registrants of other race/ethnicity in our models.7 A dummy variable for gender (1 = female; 0 = male) and a continuous measure
for the age (18–106) of a registrant, calculated from the recorded
date of birth, were also included in the analysis.
In addition to a registrant’s race, our other primary variable of
interest is district residency. Registrants whose voting precinct
was redrawn into the reconﬁgured District 8 as a consequence of
the Georgia 2005 redistricting plan were coded 1 (redrawn-district
resident) while the remaining residents were coded 0, indicating
their precinct of residence was represented by the Democratic
incumbent (Marshall ) before and after the 2005 redistricting.8
Since redrawn residents should have been less familiar with the
incumbent, we expected them to be less likely to vote (i.e., higher
information costs for redrawn registrants lowers their turnout).
In order to separate the eﬀects of redistricting and turnout by a
registrant’s race, we included a set of interactive terms in which
each indicator variable of race/ethnicity was multiplied by redrawndistrict resident.
Two other variables derived directly from the voter-registration
and history ﬁles relate to a registrant’s history of political participation. New registrant, calculated from a ﬁeld in the registration
database, is a dummy variable indicating the length of time a
resident has been registered to vote. Those individuals registered
to vote since the 2004 election cycle (two years or less) were coded
1, with the remainder coded 0. In addition, we included a dummy
variable for registrants who participated in the 2004 general election. This variable, like the dependent variable, was calculated
from information collected in the voter-history database. Voted
2004 was coded 1 for those registrants who voted in the 2004 general election and 0 for those who abstained.
Several additional controls were included in the models to capture contextual eﬀects in District 8. The ﬁrst two variables account
for variations in income and education. We could not measure
these factors at the individual level, but the registration database
includes a registrant’s zip code. With this information we could
682 PS • October 2009

place individuals within a particular geographic context in terms
of average income level by including an indicator of per capita
income in 2006 measured at the zip-code level.9 Likewise, at the
zip-code level we included a measure of the percentage of residents with at least a bachelors degree (% with bachelors degree).
We expected both income and education measured at the zipcode level to be positively related to voter turnout.10
A set of variables designed to measure campaign-related eﬀects
were also included in the models. Advertising relating to the candidates’ campaigns could have varied by media buys, so we
included a set of n − 1 dummies to denote the media market in
which a registrant resided. For District 8, the included media markets are Macon and Albany, with Atlanta serving as the excluded
category. Competitive races stimulate interest and, as a consequence, increase voter turnout. Competitiveness of down-ticket
elections, however, can vary greatly across an area comprising a
congressional district. In order to measure electoral competitiveness below the congressional level, a set of dummy variables were
created to measure competition in state legislative contests. State
senate—contested election and state house—contested election are contextual measures that indicate whether a registrant resided in a
legislative district experiencing one or both forms of this type of
electoral competition. State house—open seat measures the presence of an open-seat race for a state house seat (all of the races for
state-senate seats in areas overlapping District 8 contained an
incumbent).
Vote-Choice Models
A second set of models examined vote choice. Although we knew
whether a particular registrant voted, we had no way of knowing
which candidate they supported. In order to model vote choice,
we had to move above the individual level and rely on precinctlevel data. For these models, our dependent variable was measured as the percentage of the two-party vote cast in District 8
for Democratic incumbent Jim Marshall.11 We modeled vote choice
using weighted least squares.12 The predictor variables included
% black turnout, % female, and % 65 and over—all of which were
expected to be positively related to Democratic vote choice.13 These
variables were calculated by aggregating the number of black
voters, female voters, and voters who were 65 years of age or
older and dividing by the total 2006 turnout in a given precinct.
Although these models relied on aggregate-level data, calculations were based on characteristics of individuals who actually
voted, as opposed to registrants or the voting-age population.
The data sources for these variables were the same as those utilized for the voter-turnout models, namely the voter-registration
and history ﬁles.
Redrawn precinct is a dummy variable coded 1 for precincts
newly incorporated into District 8, and coded 0 for precincts that
Marshall represented prior to the 2005 redistricting. The variable of interest is an interactive term created by multiplying %
black turnout by redrawn precinct. Using this approach we could
determine how voting patterns changed for same and redrawn
precincts as the precinct percentage of African American voters
shifted from one extreme to another (from 0% black turnout to
100% black turnout). We ran two interactive models—the ﬁrst
included all of the aforementioned controls, whereas the second
included one additional variable—the Democratic percentage of
the 2006 Georgia gubernatorial vote (% Democratic gubernatorial
vote).14
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tion, the model predicted that
down-ticket electoral competiGeorgia District 8 Turnout Probabilities by Race and Redistricting
tion buoyed turnout in District
Status in 2006
8. Those registrants living in
contested state-senate or house
districts or districts with a statehouse seat hosting an open race
were signiﬁcantly more likely
to turn out to vote compared
to residents living in legislative districts lacking electoral
competition. In the absence of
competitive up-ticket races,
especially the gubernatorial
contest, it makes sense that a
subset of the electorate might
be especially interested in casting a ballot in a contested legislative election where they
reside. Finally, campaign exposure also exerted diﬀerential
eﬀects on voter turnout. Compared with registrants living in
the Atlanta media market (the
excluded category), District 8
Note: For blacks and whites the intra-racial probability difference is significant at p < .05 ~two tailed!.
registrants living in the Macon
media market were more likely
to have voted in the 2006 general election. Conversely, those
FINDINGS
living in the Albany media market were less likely to have cast a
Voter-Turnout Model
ballot.
Our primary emphasis centers on the intersection of redistricting
Vote-Choice Models
and race as these factors relate to voter turnout. The full set of
Figure 3

results for the voter turnout model for Georgia District 8 is presented in Table A.1 in the appendix. For ease of interpretation, we
translated the parameter estimates from our turnout model into
probabilities.15 We limited our exploration of turnout to black and
white registrants, the two primary racial groups in District 8.16 In
Figure 3 the estimated probability of voting for District 8 registrants is decomposed by race and district residency status (same
vs. redrawn).
As shown, both same blacks (.52 vs. .46) and same whites (.54
vs. .53) were more likely to vote compared to their redrawn counterparts. While statistically signiﬁcant ( p < .05), the intra-racial
probability diﬀerence for white registrants at .01 is substantively
negligible. By contrast, the turnout diﬀerential between same and
redrawn black voters in District 8, at .07, is both sizable and signiﬁcant. We ﬁnd that redistricting dampens turnout in the subsequent election cycle, especially among black registrants. Given
the propensity for black registrants to vote Democratic, the drop
in overall turnout among this group attributed to redistricting
can produce sizable electoral eﬀects. Finally, at .06, the interracial
diﬀerence (or the diﬀerence of the diﬀerences) is also fairly large
and statistically signiﬁcant.17 This calculation shows that even
after accounting for a registrant’s race and residency status, there
remains a statistically signiﬁcant participation gap between black
and white registrants of District 8.
Other factors associated with a greater probability of voting in
the 2006 general election include being older, a male, a new registrant, or someone who voted in the previous election. In addi-

The results of the District 8 race indicate that Marshall received
approximately 57.8% of the two-party vote in areas denoted as
same, compared to 42.5% in the redrawn portions of the district.18
This pattern is displayed graphically in Figure 4, which plots the
Democratic vote share in District 8 using precincts as the unit of
analysis. Figure 4 allows one to visually diﬀerentiate redrawn precincts (which are overlaid by a cross-hatch pattern) from same
precincts. The vote percentages by precinct type in Figure 4 indicate that the voting patterns for same and redrawn precincts were
widely divergent. In order to more fully examine this possibility,
we turn to the multivariate models that evaluated precinct-level
vote choice in District 8.
The full results of the precinct-level models used to predict the
District 8 congressional vote are presented in appendix Table A.2.
Figure 5 provides a graphical presentation of the ﬁrst vote-choice
model displayed in Table A.2. We used Clarify 19 to produce a set
of predicted precinct-level Democratic vote percentages holding
the variables % 65 and older and % female at their mean values. The
percentage of the two-party vote for Democratic representative
Marshall in District 8 is plotted against precinct racial composition and residency status (same vs. redrawn).
As evident by the steep positive slopes, as the percentage of
African American voters within a precinct increases, so does the
Democratic vote percentage. The predicted Democratic vote share
for precincts with very high black turnout percentages is essentially the same regardless of whether the precinct was previously
a part of Marshall’s constituency. For precincts composed of 85%
PS • October 2009 683
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Figure 4

Precinct-Level Vote Returns for Georgia
District 8 in the 2006 U.S. House Election

on the ecological inference (EI) technique (King 1997). Using
white and black turnout percentages (grouped by same and
redrawn precincts) and the percentage of the Democratic vote,
we were able to estimate the extent to which each of these groups
voted for the Democratic incumbent. Our estimates approximate
the ﬁndings displayed in Figure 5. Both redrawn and same black
voters were predicted to have voted overwhelmingly for Marshall, and at essentially the same rates (97.8% vs. 98.6%,
respectively).
Given the nearly universal African American support for Representative Marshall, Table 1 is presented speciﬁcally for the purpose of illustrating the inﬂuence of redistricting on the vote choice
of white residents in District 8. Because we have already demonstrated that the redrawn population was more supportive of
Republican Mac Collins, we have included estimates of the white
vote for governor in order to establish a baseline for determining
the extent to which redistricting aﬀected the white vote for
Congress.
Table 1 makes it clear that redistricting exhibited an independent eﬀect on white voting behavior, with redrawn whites
signiﬁcantly less supportive of Congressman Marshall. The gubernatorial vote, which is not contextually sensitive, shows that
redrawn whites were somewhat less likely to have supported
the Democratic gubernatorial candidate than same-incumbent
white registrants (23.7% compared with 25.3%, respectively). But
the U.S. House vote, which is contextually dependent upon the
incumbency advantage, demonstrates that redrawn whites were
much less supportive of Representative Marshall. The EI estimates predicted that 30.6% of whites in redrawn precincts voted
for Marshall, compared with 39.1% for whites residing in same
precincts. Also, the diﬀerence between the vote for governor
and the vote for Congressman Marshall is twice as large for
same whites (13.8%) versus redrawn whites (6.9%)—another
telling indicator of the incumbency eﬀect in the U.S. House
contest. The 8.5 percentage point gap in the congressional
vote between same and redrawn white registrants is just
slightly larger than that produced from the regression estimates
(Table A.2).

black voters, the model predicted the Democratic vote for same
precincts to be 88.7%, compared to 88.9% for redrawn precincts.20
As the percentage of black voters in a precinct decreased (and
Figure 5
conversely the percentage of
white voters increased), the gap
Precinct-Level Vote Predictions
between same and redrawn
U.S. House Election
precincts in terms of the predicted Democratic vote share
widened. The estimated Democratic vote for precincts with no
black voters is 39.5% for same
precincts compared to 32.4% for
redrawn precincts—a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence of
7.1%. Clearly, district-residency
status impacted the voting patterns of non-black registrants
in District 8, but not black
registrants.
As a further check on the
role of race and redistricting in
predicting vote choice, we also
ran a series of estimates based
684 PS • October 2009

for Georgia District 8 in the 2006
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accomplished the ﬁrst two objectives, but came
within a whisker of wresting away Districts 8 and
Estimated White Percentage of the Two-Party Vote for
12—the closest two contests for incumbent DemGovernor and U.S. House in Georgia District 8
ocrats in the 2006 congressional elections.
Smoothing out district boundaries by adherDEMOCRATIC
DEMOCRATIC
DIFFERENCE:
ing to county lines where possible and preservGUBERNATORIAL VOTE
U.S. HOUSE VOTE
HOUSE—GUBERNATORIAL
ing core voter populations proved a considerable
Entire District
24.0%
34.6%
10.6%
constraint on the goal of defeating Marshall (on
Redrawn
23.7%
30.6%
6.9%
this point see Winburn 2008). There is no
stronger evidence for this than the fact that
Same Incumbent
25.3%
39.1%
13.8%
Marshall’s core constituency is found in the city
Note: Estimates of the white vote in Georgia District 8 were calculated based on King’s EI program.
of Macon in District 8’s most populous county
(Bibb County). Marshall grew up in Macon, was
once the mayor of Macon, and he won his most
CONCLUSION
lopsided margin (69% Democratic in 2006) in Bibb County. NoneTwo fundamental components of any election are turnout and
theless, by saddling Marshall with a very high percentage of new,
vote choice. Redistricting makes victory less certain because reslargely white constituents, Georgia Republicans expected to be
idents drawn into the district may or may not exhibit preferences
able to defeat the incumbent. They were almost right and this is
and participation rates similar to those of inhabitants who retain
all the more remarkable considering that these redrawn whites
the same incumbent. As shown in this study, redistricting endanwere more likely to vote Republican (Hood and McKee 2008) in a
gered the reelection bid of Democrat Jim Marshall in Georgia Disshort-term national climate that greatly favored the Democratic
trict 8. On both counts, turnout and vote choice, redistricting
Party. The 2005 Georgia redistricting must be painfully ironic for
harmed Marshall. First, turnout disproportionately reduced the
Republicans. The selling point for redrawing the congressional
likelihood of voting among redrawn blacks, whereas it had no
map was to restore geographic order to district boundaries, but
substantive eﬀect on redrawn white participation. Second, as
this also explains why they failed to unseat Congressman Marshall.
expected, redistricting did nothing to alter the voting preferences
Compared to the 2003 Texas redistricting, the 2005 Georgia
of African American populations, but redrawn white precincts were
redistricting has received little scholarly attention. This is unforsigniﬁcantly more supportive of Republican Mac Collins. Our ﬁndtunate because the circumstances surrounding this case make it
ings make it apparent that if Republicans had either reduced the
noteworthy for what it reveals about intentions versus actual outAfrican American constituency by a slightly larger amount or
comes. Unlike Texas, where Republicans gave their Democratic
somewhat increased the redrawn district percentage while holdopponents no quarter, the incident in Georgia is atypical because
ing the racial composition constant, then Mac Collins would have
the GOP chose not to maximize their electoral opportunities. In
won. So why did Georgia Republicans try to thread the needle?
fact, we know of no other contemporary examples that compare
We think the recent history of redistricting in southern congresto the Georgia situation. To be sure, there are many notable
sional elections provides an answer.
instances where the intentions of a gerrymander go terribly awry
Since the 1992 U.S. House elections, as is true across the South,
(see Grofman and Brunell 2005), but we are unable to cite a single
the Republican Party in Georgia has witnessed tremendous growth.
cognate to this study where a political party had complete control
White Republican support in congressional elections has increased
of redistricting and elevated a self-imposed constraint above the
markedly (Bullock, Hoﬀman, and Gaddie 2005) and racial redisgoal of defeating the opposition.
tricting has accelerated GOP gains in House contests (Hill and
We are left to conjecture that the robust GOP gains in recent
Rae 2000). Particularly in the Deep South (Alabama, Georgia, Louelections bred a sense of overconﬁdence, and under these condiisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina), where racially polarized
tions Georgia Republicans granted their opponents an honest ﬁght
voting is more pronounced (see Key 1996; Black and Black 1992;
by making a more aesthetically appealing map their foremost priValentino and Sears 2005), it is possible to draw congressional
ority. But because this prevented the Georgia GOP from defeatdistricts with high black percentages (over 30%) that are still won
ing representatives Barrow and Marshall, we do not anticipate
by Republicans. But in order for Republicans to win these disthat this scenario will be repeated. In fact, it is highly doubtful
tricts, they must capitalize on a higher white turnout that is decidthat the “artful gerrymander” will ever be revisited. Consider it an
edly Republican in vote choice (Black and Black 2002).
aberration, a unique failed experiment, and hence the reason why
Indeed, the recent past indicates that District 8 could be won
this episode is so intriguing. 䡲
by a Republican. After all, in the Deep South there were instances
where Republicans won districts with substantial black populaNOTES
tions (e.g., Mississippi District 4 in 1996). Furthermore, the 2003
1. Since the end of Reconstruction, Georgia was the last of the southern states to
Texas redistricting presented clear evidence that redrawn constitelect a Republican governor—Sonny Perdue in 2002.
uents would vote overwhelmingly Republican. In sum, given a
2. In response to the Supreme Court’s opinion in Miller v. Johnson (1995), Georstrong and essentially unbroken Republican trend that comgia redrew its congressional map for the 1996 elections, substantially reducing
the black populations in two of the erstwhile majority-black districts (Dismenced in the early 1990s, Georgia Republicans had reasons to
tricts 2 and 11), but no incumbents faced strong challenges (see Voss and
believe that they could defeat Jim Marshall in a close contest. In
Lublin 2001).
2005 they were conﬁdent enough to think that they could draw a
3. Congressman Lynn Westmoreland spearheaded the 2005 redistricting. Westcleaner map, fortify a vulnerable Republican, and still knock oﬀ
moreland was the former minority leader of the Georgia House of Representatives (2000–2003). He won election to the U.S. House in 2004. As stated in the
one, or perhaps both, targeted Democratic representatives. They
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Almanac of American Politics: “Westmoreland worked intensively with the
newly elected Republican-controlled legislature in Atlanta to redraw congressional district lines to create more compact districts, with the not unintended
beneﬁt of entrenching another Republican seat and jeopardizing two incumbent Democrats; in March 2005, the legislature passed a new congressional
map designed by a 23-year-old legislative aide to Westmoreland” (Barone,
Cohen, and Ujifusa 2007, 471). Tyson is the individual referred to in the aforementioned passage.
4. Based on a GIS analysis performed at the block level (results available upon
request), Gingrey’s district incurred the greatest percentage of new residents.
Jim Marshall’s District 8 had the third-highest percentage of redrawn votingage population at 44.7%. District 13, represented by African American Democrat David Scott, had the second-highest redrawn voting-age population
(55.2%). The statewide average percentage of redrawn voting-age population
for Georgia’s 13 congressional districts was 31.3%. In District 12 John Barrow’s
redrawn percentage was 30.2%.
5. Collins was ﬁrst elected in 1992 to Georgia District 3, which Newt Gingrich
vacated in favor of running for reelection in the more suburban District 6.
Collins’s district was reconﬁgured as District 8 in 2002, and in 2004 he left the
U.S. House in a failed bid for the U.S. Senate, losing to fellow congressman
Johnny Isakson in the Republican primary. Democratic congressman Jim
Marshall was ﬁrst elected in 2002 to what was then Georgia District 3. In
2006, Collins was a new face to the vast majority of District 8 residents. In the
old District 8 that Collins represented from 2002 to 2004, approximately 11%
of the population now resides in the current District 8.
6. Although we do not know whether or not a voter actually voted in the House
election, we are conﬁdent in the relationship between redistricting and turnout. In District 8 the ratio of House votes to gubernatorial votes in same precincts was .994 and .982 in redrawn precincts.
7. Georgia is one of a handful of states that records a registrant’s race and ethnicity. White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, other, and unknown are the options
available on Georgia’s voter registration form. For purposes of this analysis we
combined registrants from the other and unknown categories.
8. By electronically overlaying maps of the congressional districts from 2004
with those from 2006, we were able to determine the same and redrawn
precincts in Districts 8 and 12. As a registrant’s precinct is also included in
the state’s registration database, we were able to create a variable (redrawndistrict resident) for each registrant based on the location of his or her
precinct before and after redistricting. Marshall represented District 3 in
2004 and District 8 in 2006. Thus, a same-district resident is by deﬁnition
one who was represented by Marshall in 2004 (District 3) and 2006 (District
8). Any resident whose precinct was represented by a diﬀerent incumbent
before and after the 2005 redistricting, is by deﬁnition a redrawn-district
resident.
9. Data source: ESRI’s 2006 Community Sourcebook of Zip Code Demographics.

10. Data source: Demographics USA, 2006 edition.
11. Precinct-level votes were collected from the Georgia secretary of state’s Web
site.

county was designated as same or redrawn. The estimate noted in the text
accounts for 89.2% of the total votes cast (142,389 votes out of a total of
159,568).
19. Clarify: Software for Interpreting and Presenting Statistical Results, version
2.1, was created in 2003 by Michael Tomz, Jason Wittenberg, and Gary King,
and is available at http://gking.harvard.edu/.
20. The maximum percentage of black voters was 86.8% for redrawn precincts
and 96.9% for same precincts.
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APPENDIX

Ta b l e A . 2

Ta b l e A . 1

Precinct-Level Models of Democratic Vote
Choice in Georgia District 8

Individual-Level Model of Voter Turnout in
Georgia District 8
COEFFICIENT
Age

.0402***

STANDARD
ERROR
.0003

Redrawn Precinct

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

−.0714***

−.0662***

~.0121!
% Black Turnout

.5793***
~.0297!

Female

−.1730***

.0089

Black

−.0641***

.0132

% Black Turnout * Redrawn Precinct
Hispanic

−.7759***

.1387

Asian

−.8476***

.1306

Other

−.5407***

.0593

Redrawn-District Resident

−.0368*

.0159

Black * Redrawn

−.2402***

.0207

Hispanic * Redrawn

−.3463

.1779

Asian * Redrawn

−.3080

.1704

Other * Redrawn

−.1285

.0842

New Registrant
Voted 2004

% Democratic Gubernatorial Vote

~.0115!
.3255***
~.0596!

.0865*

.0870*

~.0348!

~.0400!

—

.3827***
~.0817!

% Female

.3658**
~.1324!

% 65 and Over

.2901***
~.0566!

Constant

.2691*
~.1133!
.1965**
~.0628!

.1159

.0939

~.0619!

~.0553!

.6949***

.0166

R2

.91

.93

2.8538***

.0135

N

237

237

Per Capita Income

.0000027

.0000025

Notes: Entries are regression coefficients with robust standard errors in parentheses.

% with Bachelors Degree

.0047***

.0015

Models are weighted by precinct voter turnout.

Macon Media Market

.0973***

.0279

Albany Media Market

−.0622**

.0243

State Senate—Contested Election

.0690***

.0190

State House—Contested Election

.0711***

.0097

State House—Open Seat
Constant

.1617***

.0123

−4.7214***

.0509

N

326,788

% Correctly Predicted

77.0%

% Null Model

61.9%

Proportional Reduction in Error

39.5%

***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05 ~two tailed!.

Notes: Entries are logistic regression coefficients with robust standard errors in
parentheses.
***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05 ~two tailed!.
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